Science A-Z wins 6 education

industry awards in 2018!

Multilevel Science Books, Lessons, Activities, and Experiments
Science A-Z integrates science and literacy into one captivating curriculum with a wealth of multilevel
resources that teach students key science concepts and provide hands-on learning experiences.
The product offers comprehensive units in Life Science, Earth and Space Science, Physical Science,
and Process Science. In addition to a vast collection of multilevel science content, Science A-Z also
provides a number of engaging experiments and activities designed to put science and engineering
into practice and expand learning opportunities.

Key Features
•• Comprehensive science units provide a
library of printable, projectable, and digital
resources that integrate science and literacy.
•• Unit activities and experiments provide
hands-on learning opportunities and put
science into practice.
•• Investigation and project-based learning
packs encourage collaboration and promote
further exploration of STEM concepts.
•• Automated reporting tracks scientific literacy
growth and helps determine future instruction.
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Learning A-Z is a leading education technology company dedicated to improving literacy and
providing the support teachers need. Each of our products comes with complimentary training and
support services. Contact us at sales@learninga-z.com or 866-889-3731 to learn more.

Use Science to Teach Reading. Use Reading to Teach Science.
Science A-Z offers thousands of multilevel books and teaching materials available in printable,
projectable, and digital formats for a flexible learning experience. Resources can be easily customized
for one-to-one, small-group, or whole-class instruction. And with the product’s engaging eLearning
environment, students can access their reading resources and activity sheets anytime, anywhere.

Hands-On Learning Opportunities
Science A-Z delivers a number of engaging experiments,
activities, and projects. With an inquiry-based approach to
science and engineering, the product allows teachers to
provide meaningful opportunities that apply STEM concepts
and practices, and teach students to make observations,
analyze data, and draw conclusions. Additional resources
suggest ways that teachers can challenge students to ask
questions and pursue answers.

Develop students’ science knowledge and practice while
supporting key literacy skills.
Order Science A-Z today!
Learning A-Z is a leading education technology company dedicated to improving literacy and
providing the support teachers need. Each of our products comes with complimentary training and
support services. Contact us at sales@learninga-z.com or 866-889-3731 to learn more.
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